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 Randy started his career as a basketball official in the fall off 1969 when as a MUN student in  the faculty of 

Physical Education, Dr. Bill Redden was conducting a six week rules and floor mechanics clinic in basketball 

officiating, and as a student in his class, he was compelled to attend as the mark in the IAABO written exam to 

follow the course was worth 30% of the grade for the course he was doing with him. He started refereeing 

basketball games in the local leagues after successfully achieving a 90% mark in the written IAABO exam. 

 In the spring of 1970 Randy and Frank King went to a provincial men’s tournament in Springdale to receive their 

floor evaluations. They were both successful in achieving their” A “rating at that time from a Mr. Danny Seamen, 

an IAABO evaluator from Halifax. Thus, began Randy’s, fifty-year career as a basketball official. 

 Since the fall season of 1969, Randy has refereed thousands of games within this province at all levels of 

competition, from minor ball to high school to the senior men’s and ladies’ leagues Randy has excelled in 

everything he has done. He has also officiated at every level of provincial ball including NLBA and SSNL, 4A, 3A and 

2A tournaments, doing many of the championship games in these tournaments. 

 In the early years of his career, there were very few certified officials and provincial branches. This gave him the 

opportunity to travel the province quite a bit to officiate basketball tournaments at all levels. In addition to being 

an active floor official, Randy also gave back to the sport he loved by conducting numerous officials’ clinics 

throughout the province - a valuable service that he has always enjoyed and has introduced hundreds of new 

persons to a potential career in officiating. 

 As a certified level 5 NABO official, Randy also had the distinct pleasure of officiating basketball at the University 

level (AUS men and women) as well as at male and female national competitions for many years. These national 

tournaments allowed him the privilege to officiate basketball at an elite level and allowed him to travel throughout 

this country to meet and acquire many permanent acquaintances with new fellow officials. Some of these 

included: 

. Several AUS playoffs 

. Senior men’s National Championships 

. CCAA National Tournaments 

. U17 and U 19 Male and Female National Championships 



These tournaments allowed him the opportunity to travel to such places as, Halifax, N.S., Fredericton, New 

Brunswick, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Ontario, Windsor, Ontario, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Calgary, and Edmonton, 

Alberta and Vancouver, British Columbia. A truly remarkable career. 

 Throughout his career as a working floor official Randy has also served the game, he enjoyed in several 

administration positions: 

. He served for many years as secretary/Treasurer, on the provincial NABO executive. 

. With the birth of CABO- {Canadian Association of Basketball Officials}, he served our province as the “Provincial 

Supervisor for NABO”. 

. He sat on the National Council at CABO meetings where his knowledge and input helped form officiating today. 

. He was also appointed by NABO, as our AUS university officials, local,” Evaluator”, to provide guidance and 

feedback, a position he held for 14 years. 

Randy says, perhaps the highlight and certainly the most rewarding years of his basketball career was being 

appointed by CABO as the Provincial representative on the panel of National evaluators. This prestigious 

appointment allowed him to enjoy, many years of travelling to National tournaments throughout our country, and 

providing suggestions and feedback to the many elite officials at these tournaments, in an attempt to help them 

bring their game to a higher level as they advanced through their officiating careers.  

When asked, Randy said he has always, thoroughly enjoyed his fifty years as a basketball official and will be forever 

grateful to Dr. Bill Redden for getting him started on his long but immensely happy journey. Ball says, “the game of 

basketball has been very good to me over the past fifty years and I feel to some small degree that I have provided 

a good service back to the game at the local and provincial levels in particular”. As many of you know Randy 

recently underwent a complete knee replacement surgery and am happy to say that he is doing great since the 

surgery. With a new healthy knee, he is sure to be around for several more years to continue to service this game 

that he loves. 

Randy has been the recipient of several awards over his career: 

.1975-Honorary Citation Award—IAABO. 

.1995-J.A. Wink Wilcox award- {National Award presented by CABO for excellence in officiating throughout 

Canada}. 

.2010-Mt. Pearl Official of The Year Award. 

. Several Years of Service Awards from both, SJABO and NABO. 

.2001—Randy Ball was inducted into The Newfoundland and Labrador Basketball Hall of Fame in The Officials 

Category.  

When asked for advice for new officials starting out today, Randy said: 

Be committed to your decision to become a basketball official. Become ever familiar with the rules of the game. 

Know and always practice approved floor mechanics and signals. Always dress and perform professionally on the 

court. Get fit to referee-not referee to get fit. Always display respect to players and coaches. Always seek advice 

from senior officials to help you improve and be determined to give your best effort in each game. 


